Approach to Hybrid Energy Storage Systems Dimensioning for Urban Electric Buses Regarding Efficiency and Battery Aging
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Abstract: This paper focuses on Hybrid Energy Storage Systems (HESS), consisting of a combination of batteries and Electric Double Layer Capacitors (EDLC), for electric urban busses. The aim of the paper is to develop a methodology to determine the hybridization percentage that allows the electric bus to work with the highest efficiency while reducing battery aging, depending on the chosen topology, control strategy, and driving cycle. Three power electronic topologies are qualitatively analyzed based on different criteria, with the topology selected as the favorite being analyzed in detail. The whole system under study is comprised of the following elements: a battery pack (LiFePO4 batteries), an EDLC pack, up to two DC-DC converters (depending on the topology), and an equivalent load, which behaves as an electric bus drive (including motion resistances and inertia). Mathematical models for the battery, EDLCs, DC-DC converter, and the vehicle itself are developed for this analysis. The methodology presented in this work, as the main scientific contribution, considers performance variation (energy efficiency and battery aging) and hybridization percentage (ratio between batteries and EDLCs, defined in terms of mass), using a power load profile based on standard driving cycles. The results state that there is a hybridization percentage that increases energy efficiency and reduces battery aging, maximizing the economic benefits of the vehicle, for every combination of topology, type of storage device, control strategy, and driving cycle.
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1. Introduction

The huge impact that transportation has on greenhouse gas emissions is well known. According to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), around 26% of the total greenhouse gas emissions are caused by transports, and, from that percentage, 22% corresponds to heavy vehicles like buses and freight trucks [1]. Transport electrification policies have been applied, for instance, by the European Union, with the objective of reducing transportation emissions, and, in fact, this is one of the key research areas of the Horizon2020 European research programme [2]. Additionally, there are multiple European cities that are restricting the access of combustion engine vehicles to urban areas [3], which makes it even more crucial to electrify urban transportation in order to have livable and sustainable cities.

Energy storage systems (ESSs) are still the bottleneck for electric transportation and will keep being so for some time due to their low energy density and high cost. The electrical storage technologies used in Electric Vehicles (EVs) and Electric Buses (EB) [4,5] are one of the key issues to ensure this
development due to their driving range and manufacturing costs. Only a few technologies are applicable nowadays, namely batteries, fuel cells, and EDLCs.

EDLCs are high power density storage systems, while batteries and fuel cells compete against each other as they are both high energy density storage systems. At present, batteries are ahead in terms of Technology Readiness Level, Regulatory Readiness Level, and Customer Readiness Level [4–6]. Research on new battery chemistries such as lithium-metal, lithium-sulfur, or metal-air is promising and maybe optimistic as well. However, batteries are not exempt from drawbacks such as those related to thermal behavior and especially aging derived from the demanding power profile and the number of cycles required, which will strongly affect their life cycle.

Given that batteries and EDLCs provide complementary capabilities, the use of a combined solution of both technologies, known as a Hybrid Energy Storage System (HESS), seems to provide clear advantages. The synergy of using a combination of batteries and EDLCs provides potential for achieving better performance at the cost of higher complexity. This extra expertise requirement is probably one of the reasons why current commercial hybrid and electric buses still use either batteries or EDLCs as electrical ESS, although future electrical buses may evolve towards HESS, consisting of batteries and EDLCs together.

There are already many studies in the scientific literature that approach the topic of HESS for electrical transports from the topology, from the dimensioning, or from the control strategy point of view (e.g., [7,8]). However, there are not many works that consider two or more aspects simultaneously, and this is one of the contributions of this paper. A complete evaluation of the benefits, considering all parts of the equipment, is likely to reveal that the total efficiency during the life cycle of the EB can be increased.

This paper proposes a HESS dimensioning methodology that aims at getting a most favorable hybridization percentage, taking into consideration the control strategy and the driving cycle for a chosen HESS topology. For the studies carried out in this paper, the combined use of LiFePO4 batteries and EDLCs for high power EBs is proposed, using the appropriate topology of a DC-DC power electronic converter. A qualitative study of three topologies is presented in Section 2, and the one deemed more appropriate, both technically and economically, is selected for the rest of the study. Models of LiFePO4 batteries, EDLCs, and interleaved DC-DC converters are described in Section 3, highlighting the novelties proposed in this paper, together with the implemented control strategy.

As an example of the application of the methodology proposed in this paper, these models are used in Section 4 to assess the performance of the whole HESS in terms of power losses, runtime (driving range), and battery aging for two different driving cycles. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Topologies Used for HESS Integration

HESS for EVs and EB comprise two power sources (batteries and EDLCs) and one bidirectional load (the traction drive composed by the inverter, the traction motor, and the mechanical load). Using a combination of batteries and EDLCs, operating at different voltage allows the specific power and energy to be improved for each application since energy is mainly given by batteries and power by both batteries and EDLCs [9]. For such configuration, there are seven possible power topologies [5,7,9]. Out of those seven topologies, only the three represented in Table 1 have been taken into consideration since they provide the minimum control flexibility required and increase the reliability during their implementation in an EB.

In topology 1, “two-stage battery/EDLCs”, the DC-DC keeps batteries under control, which is preferable to the EDLCs as the former are more sensitive to extreme operation (high current, overdischarge, etc.). However, this advantage comes at the expense of the under-use of the EDLCs, as their voltage will most likely be constrained within a narrow range and the capability of the EDLCs to provide/absorb power peaks is reduced, which, in turn, places more demanding operating conditions on the batteries. The DC-DC converter must keep the DC-link voltage $U_{DC}$ (which is also the EDLCs voltage) within a certain range by charging and discharging the batteries. This control
should allow $U_{DC}$ to vary within a certain range so that the EDLCs are used as effectively as possible [8]. For example, a time-averaged load current is used as a current reference for the batteries in [10].

Table 1. The two-source one-load Hybrid Energy Storage Systems (HESS) boost topologies studied for this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Controlled Variables</th>
<th>Schematic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Two-stage battery/EDLCs</td>
<td>$I_{BAT}$</td>
<td>![Diagram 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Two-stage EDLCs/battery</td>
<td>$I_{EDLC}$</td>
<td>![Diagram 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Parallel active</td>
<td>$U_{DC}/I_{BAT}/I_{EDLC}$</td>
<td>![Diagram 3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Topology 2, “two-stage EDLCs/battery”, is probably the most studied one. The EDLCs voltage may vary in a wide range (usually from 40% to 50% to 100%, which implies using around 75% of their capacity). In addition, their rated voltage may be lower when compared to the previous topology. However, the converter needs to be of higher power than the one in topology 1 since, at lower EDLC voltage, the current demanded will be higher if a constant power supply is requested. Another limitation of this alternative is that the DC-link voltage $U_{DC}$ cannot be varied as it is imposed by the battery pack [8]. The simplest way to control the system consists in rule-based strategies that cannot perform optimally [11,12]. Particularly interesting is the work presented in [13], in which three rule-based control strategies are tested with three different goals: optimal power split between the batteries and the EDLCs, loss minimization, and State of Charge (SoC) optimization. The study suggests that even a simple control strategy enables efficient energy savings (when compared to conventional non-hybrid ESSs), but the authors of the present work think that such a statement cannot be generalized, as is discussed later.

Topology 3, “parallel active”, has been receiving a lot of focus lately since it is arguably the most flexible topology for EBs applications. Indeed, it has flexible operating voltages and provides explicit power sharing control [5–7,9], although both currents are not independent since, when either $I_{BAT}$ or $I_{EDLC}$ is prioritized for control, the other one is set by the traction drive. There is no doubt that it is the only topology with inherent redundancy since the failure of one source does not prevent the operation of the other, which, in some applications, is an important specification. For the reasons stated above, this alternative is preferred in traction applications. However some authors argue against this topology due to the weight of two power converters [13] and the extra cost.

Each of the three possible topologies presents advantages and disadvantages in terms of voltage flexibility, control flexibility, control complexity, effective capacity utilization, the number and size of the DC-DC converters (including weight, volume, and cost), and system reliability and redundancy.

For the analysis carried out in Section 4, topology 2 has been chosen for the advantage of the combined storage technologies. Topology 1 was discarded since it has only one true ESS, as the
EDLCs behave like an improved DC-link. Topology 3 was discarded for weight, cost, and excessive complexity reasons.

3. HESS Modelling for Energy Efficiency and Battery Aging

The mathematical models used in the analysis carried out in Section 4 are described next. Three main devices are considered: a lithium-ion (LiFePO4) battery pack, an EDLC pack, and a DC-DC power electronic converter. Obviously, the more accurate and complete the model is, the more information can be obtained from it. However, model parameters are usually rather difficult to determine, especially in the case of the battery, the non-linear dynamic model of which depends not only on the electrical and thermal variables but also on its lifetime and operation history [4,14,15].

3.1. Battery Model

3.1.1. Voltage-Current Performance and Runtime Model

The lithium-ion battery model used in this paper is a modification of the Mathworks model in the SimPower toolbox from Simulink [16]. The equivalent circuit is based on the Shepherd model [17], which was developed and experimentally validated later [18,19]. Although more accurate equivalent circuits have been proposed [20], the Shepherd model keeps the error between 1% and 5% and does not require testing the battery to obtain parameters (datasheet information suffices). In this paper, the battery model is based on the one described in [19] and behaves as follows:

\[ E = f(\text{SoC}) = E_0 - K \times Q_{\text{MAX}} \left( \frac{100}{\text{SoC}} - 1 \right) + A \times e^{-B \times Q_{\text{MAX}} \left( 1 - \frac{\text{SoC}}{100} \right)} \]

\[ R_{\text{POL, discharge}} = f(\text{SoC}) = K \times \frac{100}{\text{SoC}} \]

\[ R_{\text{POL, charge}} = f(\text{SoC}) = K \times \frac{1}{1.1 - \frac{\text{SoC}}{100}} \]

where \( u \) is the battery instantaneous voltage [V], \( i \) is the battery current [A], \( i > 0 \) discharging; \( i < 0 \) charging, \( \text{SoC} \) is the battery state of charge [%], \( I_{\text{SELF}} \) is the self-discharge current [A], \( R_{\text{OHM}} \) is the ohmic internal resistance [\( \Omega \)], \( R_{\text{POL}} \) is the polarization internal resistance [\( \Omega \)], \( C_{\text{POL}} \) is the polarization capacitor [F], \( E \) is the open-circuit nonlinear voltage [V], \( E_0 \) is the open-circuit constant voltage [V], \( K \) is the polarization constant [Ah\(^{-1}\)], \( Q_{\text{MAX}} \) is the maximum capacity [Ah], \( A \) is the exponential voltage constant [V], and \( B \) is the exponential capacity constant [Ah\(^{-1}\)].

The model originally proposed in [19] considers the following assumptions: the parameters are the same for charging and discharging, the Peukert effect and memory effect are negligible, the internal resistance is constant, and the temperature does not affect the behavior of the battery. The model used in this paper differs from the one in [19] in that it loses generality for the sake of simplicity since it is only valid for lithium-ion batteries. In this work, the following modifications in the battery model have been introduced for the development of a new thermal model, explained in Section 3.1.2., “Thermal Model”:

1. Temperature dependencies are added to and implemented in the model used in this work, as shown in Figure 1.
2. Internal resistance is modelled as two different electrical resistances, ohmic resistance and polarization resistance, the latter being dependent on the \( \text{SoC} \). Since ohmic resistance is almost constant over 20% to 100% \( \text{SoC} \), its \( \text{SoC} \) dependency has not been considered [20].
3.1.2. Thermal Model

Temperature is important when studying battery runtime and aging, but it also affects power losses and efficiency. Similarly, voltage also depends on temperature. Although the polarization time constant (given by $C_{POL}$) and self-discharge also change with temperature, neither of them are considered particularly relevant for the purposes of this work.

Considering temperature-dependent parameters implies modelling the thermal dynamics of the battery pack. The thermal model implemented is comprised of two parts: a heat generation model and a heat evacuation model. The first one was developed based on the work presented in [21]. Three heat sources or mechanisms are considered for lithium-ion batteries: irreversible heat (or reaction heat), reversible heat, and ohmic heat [22–24]:

$$H = (E_0 - E)i + T \frac{dE}{dT}i + (R_{OHM} + R_{POL})i^2$$

(4)

where $H$ is the heat generated, $E$ is the cell voltage, $i > 0$ corresponds to the discharge, $T$ [K] is the temperature, and $dE/dT \geq 0$ is the change of the equilibrium potential with temperature, which varies with SoC [23]. Other minor sources of heat such as side reactions accounting for aging are considered negligible for the purposes of this work [23].

In order to simplify the thermal model, $dE/dT$ is assumed to be constant and greater than 0. The rest of the parameters ($E_0$, $Q_{MAX}$, $R_{POL}$, $R_{OHM}$) are temperature dependent:

$$E_0(T) = E_0(T_0) + \frac{dE}{dT}(T - T_0)$$

(5)

$$Q_{MAX}(T) = Q_{MAX}(T_0) + \frac{dQ}{dT}(T - T_0)$$

(6)

$$K(T) = K(T_0) \times e^{a(T - T_0)}$$

(7)

$$R_{OHM}(T) = R_{OHM}(T_0) \times e^{\beta(T - T_0)}$$

(8)

The second part of the thermal model represents the heat evacuation, both within a single cell and for a whole battery pack. As this part highly depends on the specific EB design under analysis (particularly on those aspects regarding the battery pack and its cooling system), a simplified approach has been taken in this work regarding the whole pack. Namely, it is assumed that both the heat generation and the internal temperature of the cell are constant and uniform, which is a reasonable approximation according to [25]. This implies that the only heat transfer to be modelled is that from the cell surface to the ambient. Strictly speaking, this heat transfer uses two mechanisms, convection and radiation. However, the latter is negligible in this case, which yields the following energy balance equation [22]:

$$H \approx m \cdot c_p \frac{dT}{dt} + \frac{1}{R_{OUT}}(T - T_0) + E \times \sigma \times (T^4 - T_0^4) \Rightarrow R_{OUT} = \frac{1}{h \cdot A_f}$$

(9)
where \( m \) and \( c_p \) [J·kg\(^{-1}\)·K\(^{-1}\)] are the mass and the specific heat capacity of the cell, \( h \) [W·m\(^{-2}\)·K\(^{-1}\)] is the convective heat transfer coefficient, and \( Ar \) is the external surface area of one cell. The variation in temperature over time for a single cell is given by:

\[
T(s) = \frac{H \times R_{OUT} + T_0}{1 + m \times c_p \times R_{OUT} \times s} = \frac{H \cdot R_{OUT} + T_0}{1 + t_{th} \times s}
\]  

(10)

where \( t_{th} \) [s] is a thermal time constant.

Once a single cell has been modelled from the thermal point of view, there is the question of how to deal with a whole battery pack. Based on the results provided in [26], the following approximate law was deduced and implemented in the present work:

\[
R'_{OUT}(N_S) = 6 \sqrt{N_S^2 \times R_{OUT}}
\]  

(11)

where \( N_s \) is the number of cells in series. Note that \( R'_{OUT} \) affects both the steady-state temperature of the cell and the time needed to reach steady-state, increasing both of them.

3.1.3. Aging Model

Battery aging has also been included in the model developed during this paper for cycle life estimation purposes. The aging of lithium-ion cells has already been studied, and different models have been developed to account for various aging phenomena, including parasitic side reactions [23], solid electrolyte interface formation [27], and resistance increase [28]. The work in [29] estimates the capacity loss in LiFePO4 batteries by an Arrhenius type of model, which had been previously introduced in [27]:

\[
\nabla Q = B \times e^{-\left(\frac{E_a}{R \cdot T}\right)} \cdot Ah^z
\]  

(12)

where \( \nabla Q \) is the percentage of capacity loss, \( B \) is a pre-exponential factor, \( E_a \) [J·mol\(^{-1}\)] is the activation energy from Arrhenius, \( R = 8.314 \) [J·mol\(^{-1}\)·K\(^{-1}\)] is the gas constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( z \approx 0.55 \) is the power law factor, and \( Ah \) is the Ah-throughput:

\[
Ah = n \times DoD \times Q_{MAX}
\]  

(13)

with \( n \) and \( DoD \) being the number of cycles and the depth of discharge, respectively. For analytical purposes, the authors of [29] propose a linearized form of Equation (13):

\[
Ln(\nabla Q) = Ln(B) - \left(\frac{E_a}{R \cdot T}\right) + z \times Ln(Ah)
\]  

(14)

This linearized form makes it handful to calculate the coefficients \( B, E_a, \) and \( z \) from experimental data. This is typically done by means of a multi-dimensional regression analysis, which takes multiple capacity curves for different current rates and temperatures into account [30].

The authors of [29] also provide an expression for the activation energy \( E_a \) as a function of the current rate \( C_{rate} \) based on experimental results for LiFePO4:

\[
E_a(C_{rate}) = 31500 - 370.3 \times C_{rate}
\]  

(15)

Finally, they provide data to calculate the pre-exponential factor \( B \), although a general expression is not given as with \( E_a \). Fortunately, this was recently done in another work by different authors [31], deriving the following:

\[
Ln(B) = 1.226 \times e^{-0.2797 \cdot C_{rate}} + 9.263
\]  

(16)

Hence, \( B \) can be dynamically estimated under different battery current profiles and current rates by means of Equation (16), as discussed later.
Although the aging model originally proposed in [29] was intended for constant $C_{rate}$ cycling, the work presented in [31] suggests that it can also be used for cycle life estimation under non-uniform current profiles.

The battery aging model described in this work does not consider calendar ageing, nor Depth of Discharge (DoD) influence, i.e., 1 Ah discharge implies the same capacity loss along the whole SoC range.

The battery model data used in the application example (Section 4) are obtained from the datasheet of a commercial A123 lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4), 3.3 V, 2.3 Ah cell [32], which is used for all the simulations and analyses performed during this paper. The runtime, thermal, and aging models that conform to the complete battery model used in this work are validated by comparison with the manufacturer’s datasheet in [33]. Figure 2 illustrates the aging model validation.

![Figure 2. Comparison between the battery model implemented in this work and the manufacturer’s datasheet: capacity loss due to cycling. Dashed curves are those obtained with the model [33].](image)

### 3.2. EDLC Model

The EDLC model is obtained from Mathworks in the SimPower toolbox of Simulink [34]. This model is analytical (no look-up tables are needed), non-linear, takes self-discharge into account, expresses the output voltage using a Stern equation, and is experimentally validated in [35].

A commercial EDLC cell from Maxwell Technologies (San Diego, CA, USA) was used for all the simulations and analyses performed (Section 4). Namely, a 2.7V 310F EDLC was chosen [36].

Temperature dependence has not been included in the EDLCs model for three reasons. First, it is not particularly relevant for the purposes of this study (for instance, the aging of EDLCs is not assessed). Secondly, EDLCs are less sensitive to temperature than batteries. Thirdly, it was assumed that temperature rises in batteries were larger than in EDLCs.

### 3.3. DC-DC Converter Power Losses

The topology used for this study is a buck-boost interleaved IGBTs DC-DC converter [37]. The interleaving technique connects DC-DC converters in parallel to split the current flow between two or to create more conversion stages, providing a lag between the pulse-width modulation (PWM) control signals of each converter stage. Its main advantages are constant switching frequency, current ripple reduction, and capacitor and inductor size/weight shrinkage. Higher energy efficiency is also expected from interleaved DC-DC converters when compared to conventional buck-boost converters [38].

Conduction losses [37], IGBTs switching losses [39], and diode turn-off losses are calculated for a constant switching frequency of 5 kHz. Constant losses (control, drivers, and cooling) are not considered.
3.4. Vehicle Model

In order to calculate the power demanded by the load (drive), \( P_{\text{HESS}} \), the following equations need to be applied:

\[
P_{\text{HESS}}(t) = T_{\text{em}} \frac{\omega_{\text{mec}}}{\eta_{\text{DRIVE}}}(\text{traction mode})
\]

\[
P_{\text{HESS}} = T_{\text{em}} \times \omega_{\text{mec}} \times \eta_{\text{DRIVE}}(\text{regenerative mode})
\]

where \( \eta_{\text{DRIVE}} \) is the average efficiency of the drive (inverter + machine) and \( T_{\text{em}} \) is the electromagnetic torque provided by the traction motor, given by:

\[
T_{\text{em}} - T_{\text{load}} = J \times \frac{d\omega_{\text{mec}}}{dt} + B \omega_{\text{mec}}
\]

\[
J = J_{\text{high}} + J_{\text{low}} + M \frac{\text{ERR}^2}{i_{\text{GEAR}}^2}
\]

\[
T_{\text{load}} = \frac{\text{ERR}}{i_{\text{GEAR}} \eta_{\text{GEAR}}} F_T(\text{traction mode})
\]

\[
T_{\text{load}} = \frac{\text{ERR} \eta_{\text{GEAR}} i_{\text{GEAR}}}{i_{\text{GEAR}}^2} F_T(\text{regenerative mode})
\]

where \( \text{ERR} \) [m] is the effective rolling radius (which is not the same as the loaded tire radius [40]), \( i_{\text{GEAR}} [-] \) is the transmission gear ratio, \( \eta_{\text{GEAR}} [-] \) is the transmission energy efficiency (assumed to be constant and equal to 0.96 [41]), and \( J \) is the total inertia. \( J_{\text{high}} \) and \( J_{\text{low}} \) are the total rotatory inertia in the high speed shaft (motor shaft) and in the low speed shaft (wheels shaft), respectively. Most of the vehicle inertia is given by its mass \( M \).

3.5. Control Strategy

There are two main groups of control strategies to be potentially selected: those based on rules and those based on advanced control techniques. For instance, a comparison of four rule-based energy management strategies is presented in [42]. On the other hand, advanced control strategies include predictive control algorithms capable of determining a power-mix in real time, based on the expected load demand and loss models for all system components [9] or aiming at the optimization of the system’s performance [43].

Topology 2 allows several control possibilities since the DC-DC converter does not have to control the DC-link voltage \( U_{\text{DC}} \), which is fixed by batteries. Due to this restricted flexibility and although advanced control techniques could be explored, the most straightforward way to control the system is with a technique based on rules [11].

The algorithm implemented in this work behaves as follows:

A. While motoring, the power demanded by the drive, \( P_{\text{dem}} \), is evaluated, and a certain value of \( P_{\text{MIN}} \) is defined for the batteries, depending on their technology. Two main cases are distinguished:

1. If the power demanded by the drive is low, \( P_{\text{dem}} < P_{\text{MIN}} \), then the batteries provide all the traction power. Two sub-cases are considered depending on the EDLC voltage and the vehicle speed:
   - If EDLC SoC > SoC_{min}, the EDLCs remain disabled.
   - If EDLC SoC < SoC_{min}, the batteries also provide power (up to a given value \( P_{\text{Ch}} \)) to recharge the EDLCs until they reach their minimum value.

2. If the power demanded by the drive is high \( P_{\text{dem}} > P_{\text{MIN}} \), the EDLCs provide all the power but \( P_{\text{MIN}} \), which is given by the batteries.

B. While regeneratively braking, EDLCs absorb as much power as possible. Once they are fully charged, the batteries absorb as much power as possible. Finally, conventional brakes deal with the remaining power.
Obviously, the EDLCs’ SoC can overrule any of the above rules so that the batteries will take care of any power that cannot be handled by them. In extreme situations (completely full or empty EDLCs), this implies that the HESS will temporarily behave like a conventional ESS.

4. HESS Design Methodology and Application Example

4.1. HESS Design Methodology

There are not many papers comparing HESS in terms of energy efficiency, especially when considering different hybridization grades. This ‘hybridization grade’ concept refers to the proportion between the energy density storage (batteries) and the power density storage (EDLCs). In this work, the hybridization grade is quantified by means of a magnitude called “hybridization percentage”, \( \text{HybPer} \), which express the proportion between the EDLCs’ weight, \( W_{\text{EDLC}} \), referring to the total ESS weight (power converters not included), and \( W_{\text{BAT}} \), the weight of batteries:

\[
\text{HybPer} = \frac{W_{\text{ELDC}}}{W_{\text{ELDC}} + W_{\text{BAT}}}
\]

The HESS design methodology proposed in this paper, which aims at finding the most suitable \( \text{HybPer} \) regarding HESS efficiency and battery aging, can be described as a ‘brute-force’ optimization methodology. Considering that there are two variables to optimize (HESS efficiency and battery aging) and one design variable (\( \text{HybPer} \)), this methodology is adequate since the complexity of the problem and the number of cases do not justify the use of a more complex method. Applying a more intelligent optimization methodology does not guarantee reaching a better optimum. The proposed methodology is described in the following steps:

Step 1. Select the hybrid storage technologies, power electronics topology, and control strategy to be operated. A complex topology should not be chosen if the control does not match the topology complexity.

Step 2. Define one or several operation scenarios. In this case, one or several driving cycles.

Step 3. Define the \( P_{\text{MIN}} \) value for the batteries. This parameter will depend on the technology and most of the time will follow the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Step 4. Complete models introducing data corresponding to the particular selected storage devises and vehicle: models of the battery, EDLCs, DC-DC converter, and EB model described in Section 3 must be completed with data obtained from the HESS designer battery, EDLCs, and DC-DC converter choice, together with the selected EB parameters and driving cycles.

Step 5. Perform simulations: an analysis of the complete model must be performed, increasing \( \text{HybPer} \) in each simulation and measuring HESS efficiency and capacity fade, as explained in Section 3, so both characteristic curves are obtained. If several controls are suitable for implementation, Step 5 should be performed for every control.

Step 6. Combine results in order to find the best \( \text{HybPer} \) for the HESS design: in order to find the most suitable solution, the results obtained from the performance study should be finally combined in a result function, in which, depending on the relative weight given to the two measurable variables (efficiency and battery capacity fade), a \( \text{HybPer} \) can be obtained.

4.2. Application Example

In order to present how the methodology described in the previous section is applied to a real case, the case study of a Castroaua Tempus Hybrid bus, the characteristics of which are presented in Table 2, has been chosen for analysis.
Table 2. Castrosua Tempus Hybrid Parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Parameters</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Nominal V</th>
<th>Wheel radius</th>
<th>Nominal C</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>CD</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>CF</th>
<th>Gear reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80 kWh</td>
<td></td>
<td>666 V</td>
<td>505.7 mm</td>
<td>117 Ah</td>
<td>4 m</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.5 m</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>17.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same structure of steps as in Section 4.1 will be followed.

Step 1. The Li-batteries and EDLCs are defining the HESS. As has been previously introduced, Topology 2 has been selected as the most reliable solution, together with the control described in Section 3.5.

Step 2. Different driving cycles have been defined in this example for comparison. The first driving cycle used in this work is one of the ARTEMIS European driving cycles [44]. These cycles were built-up to be representative of the actual conditions of vehicle usage and to reproduce the diversity of the observed driving conditions. Such driving cycles present a real advantage as they are derived from a large database. The chosen cycle consists of two consecutive ARTEMIS urban cycles, with a total duration of 36 min in flat terrain. The net energy consumption is 34 kWh. The second driving cycle used in this work is the Economic Commission for Europe ECE-15 (Urban Driving Cycle) of the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) [45]. Although it does not represent real driving conditions, NEDC is still used as a standard driving cycle for testing vehicle emissions. The chosen cycle is a 26-min driving cycle, consisting of two consecutive NEDC urban cycles with a net energy consumption of 28 kWh.

Step 3. Three different values of $P_{MIN}$ have been chosen for the control strategy: 1C, 3C, and 5C.

Step 4. Battery and EDLCs data, as mentioned, were obtained from [32,36].

Step 5. Simulink SimPowerSystem has been used for performing the simulation studies. Figure 3 shows the general block diagram containing all the different HESS components and the selected EB and cycle power profile.

![Matlab Simulink SimPowerSystem simulation model developed for the performed study.](image)

From the simulation analysis accomplished, several discussions will follow.

The HESS global energy efficiencies (batteries, EDLCs, and DC-DC converters) for the ARTEMIS cycle for three different values of $P_{MIN}$ (1C, 3C, and 5C) are displayed in Figure 4, whereas the capacity fade after 1000 cycles for the same three cases is illustrated in Figure 5. The figures include mean tendency lines for each value of $P_{MIN}$. 

---

**Table 2. Castrosua Tempus Hybrid Parameters.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>80 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal V</td>
<td>666 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal C</td>
<td>117 Ah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gear reduction</td>
<td>17.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.** Matlab Simulink SimPowerSystem simulation model developed for the performed study.
work with high Energies specific relationship between the chosen battery size and the driving cycle, which forces the battery to specified topology and studied driving cycle. lower battery aging, showing a maximum efficiency value for a certain the battery as a function of the hybridization percentage.

Figure 4. HESS global efficiency for topology 2 as a function of the hybridization percentage for three different values of $P_{MIN}$.

Both figures state that a $P_{MIN}$ value of 3C allows the EB to work with a higher efficiency and lower battery aging, showing a maximum efficiency value for a certain $HybPer$ when applied to the specified topology and studied driving cycle.

It is noticeable that the battery capacity fade is relevant after 1000 cycles. This happens due to the specific relationship between the chosen battery size and the driving cycle, which forces the battery to work with high $C_{rate}$ (above $P_{MIN}$) once the EDLCs are discharged.

The energy efficiency results are shown in Figure 6 for topology 2 for the ARTEMIS cycle, with the most efficient control ($P_{MIN} = 3C$).

Figure 5. Battery aging for topology 2 as a function of the hybridization percentage for three different values of $P_{MIN}$.

Figure 6. DC-DC, DC-DC and Battery, and HESS global efficiency for topology 2 ($P_{MIN} = 3C$) as a function of the hybridization percentage.
The value marked with ♦ is the HESS global efficiency. For low hybridization percentages (0% to 30%), more HybPer implies higher efficiency. However, it strongly decreases after reaching its maximum. The curve marked with ■ is the efficiency of the DC-DC converter. As HybPer increases (as batteries are replaced by EDLCs, keeping the total weight constant), the converter handles more current, and its average efficiency decreases. Finally, the value marked with ▲ is the DC-DC and batteries efficiency. Obviously, for HybPer = 0%, this value matches the global efficiency since there are no EDLCs, but then, after the maximum efficiency point, it follows a similar tendency as the global efficiency, although keeping its value slightly higher due to the non-influence of the drop in the efficiency of EDLCs.

In order to illustrate the driving cycle dependency for the analysis proposed in this paper, Figure 7 compares the global HESS energy efficiency for ARTEMIS and NEDC driving cycles with the same control strategy implemented (P_{MIN} = 3C). The HESS efficiency improves for both driving cycles compared to a conventional ESS (HybPer = 0), reaching their maximum efficiency values at different HybPer.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** HESS global efficiency for topology 2 as a function of the hybridization percentage for two different driving cycles.

The SoC of the HESS at the end of the ARTEMIS driving cycle is depicted in Figure 8. It is clear that replacing batteries with EDLCs while keeping the weight constant will severely impact the EB range. Figure 8 shows this reduction to the point that the driving cycle cannot be finished with HybPer ≥ 53%.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** Global state of change (SoC) (batteries and EDLCs) for topology 2 as a function of the hybridization percentage at the end of the ARTEMIS cycle.

Regarding battery aging, Figure 9 shows the capacity loss for different HybPer values and for the two driving cycles considered (P_{MIN} = 3C). 1000 cycles are considered for the ARTEMIS cycle, while, for the NEDC cycle, the number of cycles is 121, in order to measure the capacity fade after dealing with the same amount of energy.
Figure 9 states that there is a considerable difference between both driving cycles when HybPer is below 10% and above 30%. It is noticeable that the capacity fade tendency follows the HESS efficiency, decreasing when the HESS efficiency grows. However, the minimum capacity fade does not necessarily match the maximum HESS efficiency at the same HybPer point, e.g., for the ARTEMIS cycle, the minimum capacity fade is obtained with a HybPer of 17% and the maximum HESS efficiency with 23%, while, for the NEDC cycle, the most suitable HybPer is 6%, which minimizes the capacity fade and maximizes the efficiency.

As illustrated with the application example presented in this section, every HESS designer would need to follow the described methodology, running the simulation models after introducing the particular information (type of batteries, EDLCs, DC-DC converter, EB type, or driving cycle) according to the case of study.

Lastly, in order to find the most suitable solution for both HESS designers and companies operating EB fleets, the results obtained from this study should be combined in a result function. HESS designers, according to the price and availability of battery replacements, the price of the saved energy, the price of EDLCs, etc. together with other circumstances that may occur, should weight the two measurable variables (HESS efficiency and battery aging), i.e., they should establish the importance they give to each variable so the following result function can be used:

\[ y = Weight_1 \cdot (\text{HESS Eff curve}) + Weight_2 \cdot (C \text{ fade curve}) \]  

(22)

where \( y \) is the result curve, \( Weight_1 \) is the relative importance of the HESS efficiency, \( Weight_2 \) is the relative importance of the capacity fade, \( HESS - \text{Eff curve} \) is the HESS efficiency tendency curve, and \( C - \text{fade curve} \) is the capacity fade tendency curve.

In order to find the HybPer that minimizes cost, the derivative of cost with respect to HybPer needs to be equal to zero.

Taking the ARTEMIS cycle as an example, and with \( Weight_1 = Weight_2 = 1 \) (both variables are equally important), the result of Equation (22) is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    y &= (-0.000232x^3 + 0.011337x^2 - 0.092284x + 87.967338) + \\
    &\quad (-0.000219x^3 + 0.000430x^2 + 0.167186x + 84.069359)
\end{align*}
\]

(23)

where \( x = \text{HybPer} \). Finally:

\[
\frac{dy}{dx} = 0 \Rightarrow \text{HybPer} = 20.1423% 
\]

(24)

As has been previously indicated, for the ARTEMIS cycle, the minimum capacity fade is obtained with a HybPer of 17%, and the maximum HESS efficiency with 23%, so the obtained HybPer is located between both values. It is expected that, changing the variable weights, this HybPer will move towards values that improve the behavior of the most important variable. In this case study, changing the HESS
efficiency weight to two, while keeping the battery capacity fade weight equal to one, the following result is obtained:

\[
\frac{dy}{dx} = 0 \Rightarrow \text{HybPer} = 22.1688\% \quad (25)
\]

5. Conclusions

This paper presents an approach to HESS dimensioning that considers all its components and focuses on the hybridization percentage when weight constraints are taken into consideration since it is not obvious how many EDLCs a HESS should contain (or even if the ESS should contain any EDLCs at all). The proposed study has potential interest for HESS designers, EB manufacturers, and companies operating EB fleets.

A HESS dimensioning methodology has been proposed, attending to two different criteria: global efficiency (batteries, EDLCs, and DC-DC converters) and battery capacity fade. Simulation models for EDLCs, DC-DC converters, and batteries are described and implemented, with improvements in the latter regarding battery cell and battery pack temperature dependency and resistance modelling. The Li-ion battery model presented in this paper improves accuracy without a substantial increase in complexity.

In order to demonstrate how to implement the proposed methodology, as well as to analyse the results arose from it, the most studied HESS topology is considered as an example (topology 2), together with a specific rule-based control strategy, for two different driving cycles (ARTEMIS and NEDC).

The results show that there is a different hybridization percentage that maximizes HESS global efficiency and minimizes capacity fade for the ARTEMIS and NEDC cycles, which suggests that there is a most advantageous hybridization percentage for each topology, control strategy, and driving cycle, as has been illustrated by the example case presented in this paper. It is important to notice that increasing the hybridization percentage, i.e., increasing the weight of the EDLCs while decreasing that of the batteries, has a huge influence on the driving range, reducing it considerably.

It is also true that, in order to find the most suitable solution, the whole range of HESS and control alternatives have to be considered for a specified cycle, although control strategies are usually developed for a specific HESS topology. This implies that, when designing a HESS and once the EB cycle is known, the HESS topology should be chosen depending on the control strategy that the designer is able to provide so that the hardware complexity matches the software complexity.

HESS designers should perform a study like the one proposed in this work in order to find the most suitable solution for their specific application, which should include, in the final stage, a translation to economical terms for maximizing benefits.
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